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News Brief
®

Augusoft Releases Version 7.1 of Lumens with Improved Products for Corporate Education
Programs
New version of Lumens also features updated style, usability and reporting functionality
®

®

Minneapolis – July 18, 2011 – Augusoft announced the availability of version 7.1 of Lumens featuring
enhancements to Lumens Business-to-Business (B2B) and Lumens Entrepreneur (ENT) for corporate
education programs. V7.1 also includes significant updates to the style, usability and reporting
functionality in all Lumens products.
“Version 7.1 is the first phase of redesigning the user interface in Lumens to incorporate many of the
features and functionality our customers have requested with regards to style and usability,” said Paul
VanderWaal, Director of Information Technology at Augusoft. “With V7.1, users now have the ability to
create a course draft and will see more visible changes to screen layout and design. We will be making
additional improvements to the look and feel of Lumens in future versions.”
B2B Enhancements
With the enhanced version of Lumens B2B, program staff can now easily build proposals by leveraging
course profiles already developed. Contract training classes can be cloned, or partially created and saved
as a draft. Contract edit protocol has been relaxed to allow for changes to items even after the contract
has been signed. Additional features have been added that allow staff to add new contact or vendor
profiles from any screen. In addition, contracts have been designed to provide customers with more
flexible accounts receivable posting options.
“The cry for a corporate education solution that goes beyond homegrown ‘systems’ comprised of Word
documents and Excel spreadsheets has been loud,” said Leslie Larrabee, Executive Director of California
Corporate College. “The enhanced version of Lumens B2B is a comprehensive and robust solution
designed by and for contract training programs, and the only system that integrates LERN best practices.”
Lumens B2B works as a stand-alone solution to manage all aspects of a corporate education program or
bundles with Lumens PRO to create Lumens ENT, which manages both corporate education and open
enrollment programs.
“A traditional college enrollment system isn’t as user-friendly as Lumens nor does it have the components
to meet the needs of what we are doing in non-credit corporate and workplace training,” said Evelyn DowSimpson Associate Director, Workforce Training Center Central New Mexico Community College. “As a
member of the Lumens Product Advisory Board, we are constantly asking for new features to Lumens
based on user and customer feedback. We value the continued support and appreciate the favorable and
rapid response we receive from Augusoft.”
Updated Style, Usability & Reporting Features
As part of an ongoing redesign of the Lumens interface, V7.1 includes updates that make it easier and
faster for program staff to find the information they need on the pages within Lumens. These style,
usability and reporting features are incorporated throughout all Lumens products. In addition,
enhancements to the reporting engine further improve its ease of use, including the ability to generate a
simple OneClick report.
For more information about Lumens 7.1, please visit augusoft.net/products.
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About Augusoft
®
Augusoft , Inc., the leader in non-credit education Software as a Service (SaaS), develops and maintains
®
Lumens - the first entirely web-hosted Lifelong Learning Management System™. Augusoft Lumens is
designed for the unique needs of continuing, community, corporate education and workforce development
programs in the US and Canada. Complementing traditional academic systems, Lumens increases online
registrations, streamlines business processes, and provides easy data analysis for proven ROI. With
Augusoft the security, hosting and compliance responsibilities that are integral to online commerce are
outsourced. Today, more than 2.4 million students register for classes using Lumens. Augusoft processes
more than $557 million in transactions for its customers. Visit augusoft.net to see Lumens in action.
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